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We put a lot of thought into our leashes so you don’t have to.
You and your dog agree on one thing: you both love to 
run. What you may not always agree on is the direction 
in which you’re running. And that can be a problem, 
especially if your running partner is not only easily 
distracted but strong too. As runners it’s a problem 
we’re all too familiar with, and that’s why we created 
Iron Doggy hands-free dog leashes.   

Designed to keep athletic dogs that are both strong 
and headstrong on the straight and narrow, these 
leashes are constructed from the highest performance 
materials.  

Connect the leash to our streamlined, very light-weight 
belt and feel how it takes the shock out of those 
predictably unpredictable lunges, pulls and abrupt 
changes of direction. For times when a tug from the 
bungee isn't enough to re-direct your dog, there’s a 
series of hold-knots and handles you can quickly and 
easily grab to get your pup back on track.   

With Iron Doggy, you and your dog have one more 
reason to hit the trail! 

www.irondoggy.com 



Additional Details 
 • Bungee has a minimum breaking strength of 215 

lbs. 
 • Leash length is 58", adjustable to 46" and 30” 

 • Leash weighs 0.55 lbs 

 • Belt adjustable to maximum size of 48"  
 • Designed and built in Denver, Colorado

Benefits 
 • Heavy-duty bungee absorbs the shock from sudden pulls 

and changes in direction   
 • Hold-knots and handles make it easy to grab and pull your 

dog closer to you 
 • Strategically placed D-rings allow you to quickly adjust leash 

length 
 • Streamlined, light-weight belt won't distract you on your run 
 • Sliding snap buckle moves to your dog's position so you 

don't have to adjust your belt 

Designed to keep athletic dogs that are both strong and headstrong on the straight 
and narrow, and to help you get the most out of your run with your best friend.

We road tested belt-style 
leashes and gave these a 
paws-up.”

“

– Fitness Magazine

Runner’s Choice Hands-Free Leash

We were impressed with the clever details.”“
– Triathlete Magazine



“I purchased this leash so I can begin running with my 
chocolate lab.  It is the best running leash I have seen on 
the market by far.” - Michael D.

“Finally a hands-free leash tough enough to hold my two 
giant Malamutes while running, even when the occasional 
deer crosses our path.” - Elizabeth A.

“OMG! SOOOO much easier to control my 80lb. 
Weimaraner/Lab mix when running! I love that you 
can adjust the length of the leash. I am very impressed 
by the weight and durability. This is the real deal! No 
more harness, no more pulling, no more hurting feet! I 
This is worth EVERY penny!! ” – Runs With Dog

“For six years, my dogs ran me on our daily morning 
runs, but I am now in control! Iron Doggy has made me 
fall back in love with running!” - Deana P.

What customers are saying about the Runner’s Choice …

“I'm thrilled with my Iron Doggy!!!! I'm actually looking 
forward to running with my dog again, as opposed to 
trying to sneak out of the house and hope she doesn't 
eat my running shoes later on.” – Dana W.



Additional Details 

 • Bungee has a minimum breaking strength of 100 lbs. 
 • Leash length is 37” 
 • Leash weighs 0.32 lbs 
 • Belt adjustable to maximum size of 48"  
 • Designed and built in Denver, Colorado

SideKick Hands-Free Leash

If you like to keep your canine companion close by your side 
when you run then this leash was designed for you.

Benefits 

 • Bungee absorbs the shock from sudden pulls and changes in 
direction 

• Hold-knots make it easy to grab and pull your dog closer to you 
 • Light-weight belt won't distract you on your run 
 • Sliding snap buckle moves to your dog's position so you don't 

have to adjust your belt 
 • Side release buckle releases the belt with one hand 

“Going for a run with 
my dog is made simpler 
with this hands-free 
leash.”

– Women’s Running



“I bought this leash as I run with a very energetic German 
Shepherd:) This leash is better than I expected! It's shorter 
length and two "handles" make it a breeze to keep my dog 
right where I need him to be. Though light weight, this leash 
is constructed of obvious high quality materials and I have 
already recommended it to several jogging friends:) Great 
product!!!” – Linda B.

“I love the SideKick...we have a Vizsla who is a running 
machine...the SideKick is BY FAR the best system out 
there!!!!!! Highly recommended!!!” – Mark B.

“This hands-free running leash is the best ever! I have tried 
many, but this is just the top of the line. One can tell runners 
feedback went into the product! ” – Scarlett D.

“Perfect length to run with my GSD! He sticks close to 
my side, so with the length he doesn't get jumbled in 
the lead! Bungee saved me a few times he decided to 
stop abruptly! Great construction! Pure pleasure to run 
with!” – Mike

What customers are saying about the SideKick …



We are two women who really love two things - 
running and our dog, Zola. That combination was 
what led us to begin our quest for the perfect 
running leash. 

We would regularly take Zola running on the trails around our 
suburban Denver home to burn off some of her endless 
energy. The trouble was that while we were focusing on our 
training, Zola, being a dog, was more focused on the local 
population of rabbits and squirrels- and Zola can run way 
faster than we can. The result was that most of our run was 
spent running after her.  It wasn’t fun, and it wasn’t safe, so we 
had no choice but to introduce a leash into the equation. The 
leash led us to a discovery that many runners before us had 
already made; it’s impossible to run with a leash in your hand 
and maintain proper running form. Clearly, we had to get 
ourselves a hands-free dog leash. 

So we did. In fact we got lots of them. What we discovered 
was that these leashes were far from ideal. They seemed to be 
either too wimpy to work or totally over-engineered. Some 
had big bulky belts and pads and funky water bottle 
attachments. Some looked like they would offer the kind of 
shock absorption we needed, but then stretched out flat at 
the first pull because they were constructed from elastic. It 
was pretty hard for us to believe that any of these leashes 
were designed by people who actually ran with their dogs.

So we started to explore the leashes that are used in skijoring 
and canicross.  Those were much closer to what we wanted, 
but ultimately they were just too long and too heavy for our 
runs through parks and mountain trails.  

Which left us with just one option. If we wanted to have 
everything an urban runner needs in a leash, we were going 
to have to create our own. 

How hard could that be? Lucky for us we didn't know the 
answer was pretty dang hard. In the end it was a journey that 
took one dog, two runners, and a seamstress through 5 
different iterations of the design, complete with a dozen beta-
testers, an industrial designer, and a full-blown product 
manufacturer.  But one year 15 different leashes later, we 
finally had a design we were delighted with. 

So that’s how two runners came to be running their own dog 
leash business. And we're totally focused on running it well. 
Buy a leash from us and we'll do everything we can to make 
sure you’re thrilled with your purchase. In fact, if you don't 
love it, you can send it right back and we’ll give you a 
complete refund. If you do like it but have an idea you think 
will make it better, we would love to hear it.  We’re totally 
dedicated to continuing to develop and improve the finest 
hands-free leashes on the market. 

In fact you could say we’re in this for the long run.

How two runners ended up running a business.
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